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ABSTRACT 
Let H be a separable complex Hilbert space, 92 avon Neumann algebra in/2(H), q~ a faithful, normal 
state on 92. We prove that ifa sequence (Xn: n >~ 1) ofuncorrelated operators in 92 is bundle convergent 
to some operator X in 92 and Y~n~=l n-2Var(Xn) log2(n + 1) < ~,  then X is proportional to the identity 
operator on H. We also prove an analogous theorem for certain uncorrelated vectors in the completion 
L2 = L2(92, ~b) ofg~ given by the Gelfand Naimark Segal representation theorem. Both theorems were 
motivated by a recent one proved by Etemadi and Lenzhen in the classical commutative setting. 
1. PAIRWISE UNCORRELATED OPERATORS IN A VON NEUMANN ALGEBRA 21. 
Etemadi  and Lenzhen [1] have recently proved that i f  a sequence of  pairwise 
independent random variables is convergent almost surely, then its l imit equals 
some constant almost surely. Instead of  pairwise independence,  we assume only 
pairwise uncorrelatedness in the noncommutat ive s tting o fa  von Neumann algebra 
9.1 or its complet ion Lz (9.1, 4~). 
To begin with, let H be a separable complex Hi lbert space, £ (H)  the algebra 
of  all bounded l inear operators acting on H,  9~ a yon Neumann algebra in 
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£(H), ¢ a faithful, normal state on 21. We consider bundle convergence in 21, 
introduced by Hensz, Jajte and Paszkiewicz [3] in 1996, and which turned out to 
be an appropriate substitute for the almost sure convergence in noncommutative 
probability. The reader is referred to [3] for the definition and basic properties of 
bundle convergence. 
Following [2], the covariance of two operators A and B in 9.1 is defined by 
Coy(A, B) := ¢(B*A) - ¢(A)q$(B*), 
where B* is the adjoint operator to B; and the variance of A is defined by 
Var(A) := Cov(A, A) = ~b (A'A) - I¢ (A) l 2. 
We recall that 
~b(A*) = ¢(A), so Cov(B, A) = Coy(A, B). 
If Coy(A, B) ----- 0, then A and B are said to be uncorrelated. Clearly, this is a 
symmetric relation. 
As an example, let 21 := L~(fa, 5 ~,/x) where (ga, 5 c, p) is a classical probability 
space, and ¢ is defined by 
(~(a):= f a(~o)d~(o~) A~L~o(S2,S,p) .  
~2 
In this case, 21 is acting on the Hilbert space H := L2(S2, 2-,/z) by pointwise 
multiplication, and the notion of bundle convergence in 9,1 coincides with that of 
almost sure convergence with respect to the probability measure #. In the sequel, 
we refer to this case by the term "classical commutative case". It is trivial that in 
this case the notions of covariance and variance defined above coincides with those 
in the classical commutative case. 
First, we prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 1. I f  (Xn: n ) 1) is a sequence of operators in 21 which is bundle 
convergent to some operator X in 21, in symbol: 
(1.1) X , ,~X,  n~oc ,  
then 
n 
(1.2) Mn:=n- l~__Xk~X,  n--->oo. 
k=l  
Proof. By definition, there exists a bundle 7 ~ in 9.1 such that, for each projection P
in 7 ~, we have 
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where II • I1~ is the uniform operator norm. Let us fix some P in 7 9. For each e > O, 
there exists an integer no = no(e) such that 
I [ (x~- x )P I l~  <~, n > no. 
By an elementary estimate, we obtain 
k=no+l 
no 
< n-1 ~2 I1( xn - x)e l [~ + n - l (n  - no)~, n > no. 
k=l  
It follows that 
I I(Mn-x)elloo~o, n~oo 
Since P is an arbitrary projection in 79, we conclude (1.2). [] 
Our first main result is formulated in the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. I f  ( Xn : n >/1) is a sequence of uncorrelated operators in 9A such that 
(1.1) and the following condition hold: 
GO 
(1.3) ~-~n-2Var(X~)log2(n + 1) < ~,  
n=l 
then there exists some complex number c such that X = c l H, where 1H is the 
identity operator on H. 
Proof. Setting 
Yn:=Xn-~b(Xn) lH,  n>~ l, 
we clearly have 
fb(Y*Yn)=O, m~n;  and O(]Ynl2)-~Var(Xn), m,n=l ,2  . . . . .  
where I Y~ I 2 := (Yn* Y,,)1/2. By virtue of  [3, Theorem 4.2], we find that 
(1.4) n-l  ~-] Y~ ~ O, n-+ ~,  
k=l  
where O is the zero operator on H. Setting 
n 
(1.5) k , , :=n- lZ0(Xk) ,  n /> l ,  
k=l  
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( 1.4) can be rewritten in the following form: 
(1.6) Mn- - )~n lHb~ o ,  n--+ o0, 
where Mn is defined in (1.2). 
Making use of the additivity property of bundle convergence, Lemma 1 and (1.6) 
yield 
(1.7) )~n lHb~ x ,  n--+ oo. 
This means that there exists a bundle P in ~ such that for each P in 7 5', we have 
- x)Pll --, 0. 
In particular, the sequence ()~,,1HP: n /> 1) is bounded in the uniform operator 
norm; afortiori, the sequence ()~n: n ~> 1) of complex numbers is bounded. 
Combining this fact with (1.7) and applying [4, Theorem 1.1.3, p. 5] gives that 
()~,, 1H: n >/ 1) is strongly convergent toX. 
Now, consider an orthonormal basis (ek: k >~ 1) in H (which is separable, by 
assumption). By strong convergence, we have 
(1.8) lira ~.nek= Xe~, k >l l. 
n - -> OG 
It follows that the sequence (~.nek: n ~> 1) is Cauchy in H, which implies that 
II)~mek -- )~ek[lH = n()~m -- )~)eknH = lXm -- )~n[ --+ 0, m,n  --+ oc, 
where  II • II n is the norm in H. Thus, we have obtained that he sequence 0~,,: n/> 1) 
of complex numbers is also Cauchy. Consequently, ()~n: n/> 1) is convergent to 
some complex number c. Combining this fact with (1.8) gives that 
Xek=cek ,  k >~ 1; thatis, X=clH .  [] 
It is worth noting that by (1.5), we have 
17 
C:n~nl n-l ~-'~ d/)(Sk). 
k=l  
In the following example, we show that condition (1.3) is essential for the 
conclusion of Theorem 1, even in the classical commutative case. 
Example. We consider the probability space (f2, 5 c, #), where f2 in the closed 
interval [-2, 2] of the real line, 5 c is the o--algebra of the Borel sets in f2, and 
1 ~z = ~)~ where by k we denote the familiar Borel-Lebesgue measure. For n/> 1, we 
set 
1 if 0 < t < 2 -21-n  and2-2  n<t~<2,  
(1.9) X, , ( t ) :=  -a , ,  i f2 - f -n~<t~<2-2  -n, 
0 if t=0,  
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1 
- -an  
Xm(t )Xn( t )  = 1 
-an,  
1 
It follows that 
2 
where (an : n >~ 1) is a sequence of  positive numbers determined later on; further- 
more, we set 
Xn( t ) :=-Xn( - t )  if -2~<t<0.  
Since each Xn(t )  is an odd function of  t on the interval [ -2 ,  2], Xm and Xn are 
uncorrelated if and only if 
2 
(1.10) f Xm(t)Xn(t)dt=O, m(=n.  
o 
I f  m > n, say, then it is easy to see that 
i f0<t<2_21 n, 
if 2 - 21 -n  ~ t ~< 2 -- 2 -n, 
if 2 -- 2 -n < t < 2 -- 21-m (which is empty i fm = n + 1), 
i f2 -21-m<~t<~2-2  -m, 
i f2 -2 -m <t  ~<2. 
(1.11) f Xm(t )Xn( t )d t  = 2 - 2 -n - 2 -m - an2 -n - am2 -m. 
o 
To be more specific, assume that m := n + p where p is a positive integer. Then 
(1.11) is of  the form 
2 
f Xn+p( t )Xn( t )d t  = 2 -n -P (2  n+p+t - 2 p - 1 - 2Pan - an+p). 
0 
Thus, (1.10) is satisfied if and only if 
an+p=2 n+p+l -2  p - l -2pan ,  n>~l ,  p~>l.  
For example, this is the case if 
(1.12) an:=2 n- l ,  n~>l.  
It is clear that the pointwise limit X( t )  of Xn(t) exists as n --+ ~ and is given by 
X( t )  =signt ,  t ~ [ -2 ,  2]. So, the conclusion of  Theorem 1 does not hold, though 
these Xn are pairwise uncorrelated and condition (1.1) also holds. On the other 
hand, condition (1.3) does not hold. Indeed, by (1.9) and (1.12) we have 
2 
1 fx2(t)dt 2 n 2. Var(Xn) = 
-2  
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2. PAIRWISE UNCORRELATED VECTORS IN THE COMPLETION L 2 (~, ~b) 
Given a faithful, normal state q5 acting on 92, one may introduce an inner product on 
92 by setting 
(A[B):=¢(B*A), A, BE92. 
Since the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality holds: 
I¢(B*A)I 2 <¢(B*B)¢(A*A), A, BE92, 
it is easy to see that (92, (.[-)) is a prehilbert space over the complex numbers. We 
denote by L2 = L2(92, ¢) the completion of (92, (.[-)) by ('l') the inner product, 
and by [[ - [I the norm in L2. According to the celebrated Gelfand-Naimark-Segal 
representation theorem, there exist a one-to-one *-homomorphism zr of 92 into the 
algebra of all bounded linear operators acting on L2 and a cyclic, separating vector 
co in L2 such that 
¢(A) = (~(A)oIo), A E92. 
In particular, we have 
¢(A*A) = I[ (A)coll 2, A E92. 
In the classical commutative case, we may identify L2 with L2(~, .T',/z), where 
zr(A)~ = A • ~ (pointwise multiplication almost surely), A e L~(f2, 5 r,/z), ~ c 
L2(S2, 9 c,/z), andwe may choose co := la. 
Following [3, p. 44], we denote by 92sa the class of all selfadjoint operators in 
92, and by L~ a the closure of zr(92Sa)w in L2. It is well known that L~ a is a real 
Banach subspace of L2; furthermore, L~ a is a real Hilbert space if ¢ is tracial (see 
[4, p. 122]). 
We recall that given ~, 17 e L2, their covariance is defined by 
Cov(L  17) :=  (~ It/) - (~ Ico)(olco), 
and the variance of ~ is defined by 
Var(~) := Cov(~, ~)= [1~1] 2 -](~[co)[ 2. 
If Cov(~, 0) = 0, then ~ and ~ are said to be uncorrelated. It follows that in this case 
the vectors 
~:=~-(~[w)w and 0:=0-(0 lco)co 
are orthogonal: (~ I~) --- O. 
We note that if ~ e L~a, then (~]co) is a real number. Furthermore, in the classical 
commutative case the above definitions coincide with the usual ones. 
Our second main result reads as follows. 
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Theorem 2. l f  (~n: n >. 1) & a sequence o f  pairwise uncorrelated vectors in LS2 a 
and ~ ~ L~ a is such that 
(2.1) +nb ~, n~,  
and 
(2.2) 
0~3 
Z n-2Var(~n)l°g2(n + 1) < oo. 
n=l  
then there exists some real number a such that ~ = am. 
We note that we consider sequences (~n) in L~ a, because this condition is essential 
in the proof of Lemma 2 below. To be more specific, in that proof we need the 
uniqueness of the bundle limit in L~ a, which is known (see [3, Proposition 5.2]). 
Lemma 2. If(an: n >/1) is a sequence o f  real numbers and ~ e L~ a is such that 
b 
(2.3) anO; ~ ~, n --+ oo, 
then (an) is convergent to some a and ~ = aw. 
Proof. Since anw = zr(an 1H)W, we have ana) E L~ a. By making use of the argument 
of [3, p. 44], we find that there exists a sequence (An: n ~> 1) of operators in 92 sa 
such that 
(2.4) An b~ O, n ~ oo, 
and 
(2.5) 
oo 
Ila,~o- 7r (An)w-  ~[[2 < ~.  
n=l  
By (2.4), there exists a bundle 79 in 9.1 such that for each P in 79, we have 
(2.6) [[AnPII~ --+ O, n -+ cxz. 
Let us fix some P in 79 with ¢(P)  > 0. By (2.6), we see that 
[[zr(P)(anm- 7r (An)w-  )112 ~ llanO)- zr (An)w-  ~ 1[2 --+ O, 
whence it follows that 
n ---> oo ,  
(2.7) ][an~r(P)~o - zr(PAn)w - zr(P)~ [I ~ O, n --+ oo. 
$a By (2.6) and the fact that A n = An (since An 6 L 2 ), we find that 
IIPA~[I~ -- ]I(PA.)*[] = IlAnPlloo--~ 0, n--~ oo. oo 
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In particular, we have 
(2.8) II~(Pa°3o~ll--, o, , ~ oo. 
From (2.7) and (2.8) it follows that (ansr(P)co) is Cauchy in L~ ~. Taking into account 
that 
Ilam~r( P3~o - an : (  P3o4  - - i . , .  - a.I II~(e3°~ [I = lain - anl¢)( P ) 1/2, 
we conclude that the sequence (an: n ~> l) is convergent to some real number a. 
Thus, we have 
llano) - awll ~ O, n ~ oc. 
Let (a~k: k ~> 1) be a subsequence of(an)  for which 
oo  
Ila,,~o) - awll 2 < oo. 
k=l  
By virtue of  [3, Proposition 3.5], we derive that 
b 
(2.9) a,~co --+ aco, k -+ oc. 
Comparing (2.3) and (2.9), while taking into account he uniqueness of the bundle 
limit in sa L 2 , gives that ~ = aw to be proved. [] 
Proof  of Theorem 2. By assumption, the vectors 
~,, := ~, - (¢, leo)o), n /> 1, 
are pairwise orthogonal and [[~n II2 = gar(~n). By [3, Theorem 5.2], we derive that 
n 
Z~k b 
11 - ]  --~ O, n ~ O0,  
k=l  
where o is the zero vector  in L2; or equivalently, 
?1 n 
u 
(2.103 n -1 k -- n -1 kloJ)co--+ o, n ~ oc. 
k=l  k=l  
By (2.1), there exists a sequence (An: n >/13 of operators in ~sa such that (2.4) and 
the following condition hold: 
oo  
(2.11) g := ~ I1~,, - ~(A , )o ) -  ~ I1-~ < ~.  
n=l  
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SeXing 
n n 
mn:=n- lZ~ k and M~:=n- I~A~,  
k=l k=l 
we may write that 
n(m,, - zr(Mn)o) - ~ ) = k (~1c - rr(Ak)co -- ~ ). 
k=l 
Using the triangle and then the Cauchy inequalities, we find that 
rt2[Imn - -  II 2 n IIm - ~(AO°~ - ~ II 2- 
k=l  
Taking into account (2.11) gives 
2 
In particular, we have 
oO 
~~' [[m~2 - Jv(Mk2)o) - se 112 < ~.  
k=l 
By Lemma l, we conclude that 
b 
(2.12.) mk2 --+ ~, k --+ cx). 
It follows from (2.10) and (2.12) that 
n 2 
k=l 
/'/-->(90. 
By making use of Lemma 2 yields ~ = ao), where 
n 2 
a :=  lira n -2~(~k lco) .  
/'/---~ OQ 
k=l 
[] 
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